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VAPIANO - BIRTHDAY CELEBRATION (20 Years) At VAPIANO CHAMPS-ELYSEES
In PARIS
ITALIAN-MEDITERRANEAN RESTAURANT CHAIN

PARIS - ROME, 25.10.2022, 07:12 Time

USPA NEWS - Inspired by the famous Italian proverb "Chi va piano va sano e va lontano", the founders of Vapiano decided more
than 20 years ago to create a quality, authentic and warm Italian-Mediterranean restaurant chain. 
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Vapiano makes it a point of honour for each of its restaurants to be a place of encounters and exchanges where people come to
savour delicious Italian specialities in a relaxed and family atmosphere.

From the pasta prepared daily in the “Manifattura” to the desserts, homemade dishes cooked right in front of guests and the freshness
of products are at the heart of Vapiano’s values. Each dish is a flavourful taste experience that transports our guests under the sun of
Italy.

Everywhere in the World, with 142 restaurants including 32 in France, Vapiano Experience is more and more attractive and the brand
continues to develop in France. When we push the door of a Vapiano restaurant, we are reminded of Italy.

Lighting similar to natural sunlight, the noble materials of the furniture, the green walls and the multi-centenary olive trees, every detail
immerses our guests into the heart of a true Mediterranean decor.

The Milanese architect and interior designer Matteo Thun wanted to transcribe in the construction of the restaurants all the freshness
and quality of the Vapiano cuisine, creating a cosy atmosphere, typical of Italy.

It is possible to have a drink, to share some antipasti for aperitif or to enjoy a good meal around one of the beautiful blond oak tables in
the center of the spacious dining rooms. These large tables are great for discussions and can accommodate up to 8 people. The
guests can sit with friends and family but also with other people, thus promoting the spirit of sharing dear to Vapiano.

Want to enjoy a moment in the sun or imagine yourself on holiday in Italy? The large terraces of Vapiano Marseille, Metz, Nantes,
Strasbourg and Paris (in the restaurants of Bercy Village and La Defense), are ideal for a moment of relaxation and conviviality on
sunny days. Some also offer a breathtaking view, such as the splendid rooftop of ??Vapiano Marseille Terrasses du Port with amazing
sea view or the beautiful deck of Vapiano Villages Nature overlooking the lake.

Seduced by the cuisine, guests can visit La Bottega, a delicatessen of Mediterranean specialties found in two Parisian restaurants:
Vapiano 4 Temps and Bercy Village. Wine, cheese, sausage or pasta freshly made in the Manifattura, many Italian specialties are on
sale so guests can take a piece of Italy home with them.

Source: Birthday Celebration @ Vapiano Champs-Elysées in Paris - More than 20 Years of existence
On October 13, 2022.
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